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Abstract 

This is a computer vision based project that aims to help a blind person find 

her/his location in indoor environment. The blind person is equipped with a 

mobile phone that consists of a camera, a speaker as well as the stand-alone 

localization application. The map of the indoor environments is described 

by a set of images. The localization is performed by extracting a feature 

from the image of the unknown location and comparing it the features of 

the environment. The feature which has the nearest distance to that of the 

novel image is considered and a voice massage is sent the blind person with 

the location information. Color histogram is proposed as the image feature. 

The project is developed using C++ under Symbian OS. The simulation was 

performed in a supermarket and the results show a success rate of 98% and 

a cycle duration of 2 seconds. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Overview 

The people have unlimited dependency on using their senses, each sense 

has its functions that help the person to understand and interact with the 

surrounding environment, because these functions are integrated to provide 

the full answer to person's questions (where, what, and why), then the loss 

or malfunction of one or more senses causes environmental ambiguity to the 

person, sometimes he requires external assistance to do his activities, this 

assistance in the form of a relative or friend may not be available, so the 

person has to rely on himself, and finds that his activities are difficult to be 

done. 

One of the common sensual problems is the optical disabilities, when 

taking a look on the case of blindness, for example: if we apply the previous 

scenario on a person who lost the ability to see, partially or totally, then 

we will understand how troublesome his activities become; visiting new area 
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

will not be easy, because the details of this place are not known to him, 

how should he decide to go in some direction if he doesn't know his current 

location, without a guide, the operation becomes more complex, so to solve 

this problem, an electronic system is needed to be built for the people in 

need. 

This project is a contribution to the solution of the localization problem, 

with concentration on the indoor environments, the main task is deciding the 

location of the user by implementing image processing methods of comparing 

the current location image's data with the building's predefined images data, 

and telling the user about his location, the system work is achieved using 

lightweight mobile device that gathers the data from the images taken, per 

forms the comparison operations with the predefined data that are stored in 

the device memory, and returns the results to the user, all these operations 

run on the device only, with no need to communicate to other systems in the 

surrounding. 

1.2 Project Objectives 

This project is expected to achieve the following objectives when it is com 

pleted: 

• Localization Inside Indoor Environment: the system takes the image(s) 

from the environment as input, process it, and output the current loca 

tion of the user, in high level description of the building, like mentioning 

the names of rooms and halls. 
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• User Interaction: to provide an easy system for interaction with dis 

abled user, the input should be minimized, and the output should be 

available in way that the user understands easily. 

• Real-Time Response: the system should provide the answer to the 

'Where' question as soon as the input is entered and processed, so the 

user does not have to wait for a long time before getting the result, as 

he will decide if he is in the right place or not, which means: the mech 

anisms applied in the system operation should be capable of generating 

the output in small period of time. 

• No More Hardware Is Required: the system should be installed on a 

lightweight mobile device that performs all the localization operations 

from the input of current location's images to the output of the results, 

with no need to communicate with any hardware system to accomplish 

the localization of the user. 

• Hardware Resources Utilization: the mobile device to be used in the 

system implementation is limited in the runtime resources, and these 

resources should be managed properly to maintain the operation of 

the system perfectly, as the users will not interact with the system 

using graphical interfaces, which occupy large amounts of memory at 

runtime, and since the device processor speed is not as high as the 

ordinary computers, the system should be designed to meet with the 

capabilities of the devices to be used, with considering the operation 

time. 
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1.3 Project Hypothesis 

The system built in this project should work correctly if these conditions are 

met: 

• The mobile device should have no functionality or power problems that 

cause the application to end while the user works on. 

• The indoor environment should contain distinguishable areas; each area 

has enough decorations that can make the comparison of its details 

with the available data in the memory as easy as possible, just like the 

most people identify their locations by recognizing the details that are 

related to that location. 

• The test of the system will be operated on static environment that does 

not contain momenta! changes that affect the output, like hiding the 

area's details from being photographed, or having details that are not 

positioned in their original context. 

• Whenever the environment details are changed in a way that makes the 

view of that location different from the former view, the change should 

be translated into a change in the data stored in the mobile device, 

which are compared to the input data, to have an (adaptive) system. 

1.4 Problems to be Solved in this Project 

After we have seen the objectives and the summary of the system operations, 

the opportunity of solving a number of problems arises, when building and 
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running the localization system successfully, these solutions are related to 

problems such as: 

• Hardware Complexity and Costs: until this time, many systems have 

been constructed to solve the localization problem, there are many ways 

of implementing these systems that depend on complex connections 

with devices and circuitry over the covered area (more details are shown 

in Chapter 2 of this document), while this system is capable to be run on 

wide variety of mobile devices that are common to be used for wireless 

telephony, thus having no need to buy more special and additional 

equipment than the mobile device. 

• User Interaction With Mobile Systems: the mobile phones have limited 

random access memory space to run the applications on, and slower 

processors than the ones in personal computers, these limitations put 

anyone working on mobile development on facing the problems that 

are generated from these limitations. In this project, the dependency 

on the mobile's capabilities will be in the comparison stage, which 

is related to calculations rather than drawing and changing the user 

interface to meet the user inputs, as the user will not enter input data, 

the required resources that are needed to run the system will be small 

in size. 

• Software Speed: as the image processing operations are ranging from 

fast to complex, and because of the mobile's processor and memory lim 

itations, a good operation is the one that gives the desired output with 
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small period of time, and with little resources consumed, the operations 

are described in detail in Chapter 3 in this document. 

1.5 The VLAB Stages 

The VLAB project has passed two stages before reaching this stage, the two 

previous stages are: 

• The Introductory Stage: this stage is the first project, which imposed 

the idea of using the image processing in indoor localization; to per 

form the localization operation, it was suggested that the system should 

capture the current view that the user faces as an image, then apply 

the captured image retrieval from several known images using 'Content 

Based Image Retrieval'[16], in this stage the applied method of com 

paring the images depends on the special characteristics created from 

the image using the Scale Invariant Feature Transform&lgorithm, after 

comparing the images characteristics ( or as called Image Features), the 

Markov model is applied to keep the probability of selecting a location 

accurate by knowing the previous location, this stage resulted in good 

success rate of localization (85% without the Markov model, and 100% 

using Markov model), however, the time required for performing one lo 

calization operation is 7 4. 7 seconds, that shows that the usage of image 

processing techniques to state the location in the indoor environments 

is possible, but its performance should be enhanced to make its time 

smaller, thus providing a capable system to operate in real-time. 
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• Solving the Speed Problem Stage[l]: this stage was devoted to perform 

the performance enhancement that was not accomplished in the first 

stage, this was done by indexing the images features that were used for 

the locations definition, this provided more flexible way of comparing 

the images features, as it does not require the system to check all the 

feature sequentially for the nearest one to the query feature, so the 

system performance has been notably increased, resulting in operating 

time of 284 milliseconds for one query, with maintaining the localiza 

tion accuracy that was achieved in the first stage (which reached 87%), 

this stage made it possible to implement the system in the real-time 

environments, that was not implemented until this point, since the ex 

periments being done during these stages were simulations on personal 

computers. 

These previous stages form the background that this stage relies on, as 

it is the stage of implementing the image processing based localization in 

real-time environments, this implementation is explained throughout this 

document. 

1.6 The Organization of This Document 

This document is organized into the following chapters: 

• Chapter 1- Introduction: this chapter introduces the purposes of work 

ing on VLAB project, mentions the problems that can be solved using 

this system, the objectives of this stage, the assumptions and hypoth 
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esis that guarantee the best performance and results, and the previous 

stages of this project. 

• Chapter 2- Background: this chapter aims to provide a clear view on 

the related projects and researches, which are initiated to solve the 

base problem of indoor localization, after reviewing a number of these 

studies, the technique of finding the similar images using their contents 

is presented, and ending with general introduction about the platform 

that operates the runtime mobile device - 'Symbian OS' mobile phones 

operating system, with mentioning the Symbian OS development basic 

terms and information. 

• Chapter 3- Methodology: in this chapter, the details of the VLAB 

system are explained, in terms of system general description that is 

followed by listing the context diagram, the data flow diagram, the 

localization operations flowcharts, and a look at a supportive system 

that is built in this project to prepare the information required for the 

localization application, which is called "The Setup System". 

• Chapter 4- Experiments And Results: this is the portion in which the 

experiments and their details are listed, while providing information 

about the indoor environment that is the source of testing images, 

and the data specification of the tests, along with more sections about 

experiments' information and results discussion. 

• Chapter 5- Conclusion: in this chapter, the results are revisited to 

check what has been achieved with the project objectives, followed by 
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mentioning some work that can be done in the future to enhance the 

functionality of the VLAB system. 

• Appendix - How to Install S60 Developer Tools: this provides a basic 

level of how to install and configure the development tools for the S6O 

SDK, that is used in building mobile applications, along with installing 

the computer vision library that supports VLAB system operations. 
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Chapter 2 

Background 

2.1 Overview 

In this chapter, the related works that are aimed to solve the localization 

problem are presented, each case is explained briefly and the tools used to 

implement the experiments are listed to provide a comparison in terms of 

complexity and cost, then the talk will be about the principle used in this 

project: Content Based Image Retrieval 'CBIR', which enables the system to 

recognize the location, and the chapter ends with general information about 

the mobile phones operating system "Symbian OS", which is used in this 

project. 

2.2 Previous Works 

The localization is a problem that has great impression on the researchers, 

many studies suggest different ways to handle this issue with available re- 

11 
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sources and equipment, these studies use different types of equipment, and 

integrate them into systems used to identify the location inside various envi 

ronments, that return the answer to the main question in this case (Where 

am I?). 

The first work in this review is a system called "Chatty Environment" [4], 

that is aimed to provide an independent life for the blinds; as they go to the 

supermarkets to do their shopping, they find it difficult to get the products 

inside unknown parts of the store by themselves, so they depend on the 

employees of the supermarket to give them what they need, alternatively, the 

Chatty Environment provides two functionalities: the ability to know what 

products are nearby, and what path can the user go along to get to certain 

type of products, to achieve these goals, the system used electronic markers 

to identify certain places, which can be either Radio Frequency Identification 

'RFID' tags or Berkeley Motes, each marker tag contains the identification 

data of itself to be sent when a user comes to the neighborhood of the tag, 

the user carries a mobile device that communicates with the marker tags and 

gets the identification data, and state the items associated with the marker 

tag, the output was in the form of voice messages generated by text-to-speech 

engine, that can be understood by the user who have no ability to read. 

Another system that was designed to perform localization and object 

recognition for the blinds[ll] consists of sensory module attached by cable 

to a portable computer, the user of the (Assistant System) carries the com 

puter on his back using a backpack, and queries the system using a keyboard, 

the sensor contains some 3D based systems for environment exploration and 

stereo images input, as the data are collected, the portable computer pro- 
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cesses the input, or the input can be sent to a server via wireless communica 

tion, the output is produced by text-to-speech engine, or as Braille portable 

display if the user was a blind-deaf, the comparison is operated using stereo 

images, orientation, and 3D model information. 

The last system took in consideration the possibility of using the system 

by doubly-handicapped users, such a case was the interest of [10], who have 

built a system for guiding the blind-deaf users, the system depends on the 

communication between a wearable computer and one of the following types 

of Finger-Braille devices: the vibration motor type, or the solenoid type, 

these types provides output to the user in the form of Braille text that the user 

can interpret, the system decides the user position by using a combination of 

RFID tags fixed on the floor with the observation of cameras that are linked 

to wireless LAN, the system was designed to be used in barrier-free spaces, 

but it can be adapted to meet temporary occurrences of barriers existence. 

More systems are engaged in providing solutions to the indoor localization 

problem, like the one described in [9], that uses a laser path finder and 3-axis 

gyroscope that are mounted on the blind's white cane, as he travels in the 

building, the position is found in two layered way using Extended Kalman 

Filter that calculates the location based on the cane's estimate, followed by ' 
the estimate of the person's location himself by having the floor divided into 

landmarks that are having known positions. 

Another system that uses artificial vision[5], that was implemented using 

stereoscopic vision, by capturing the images with two video cameras, and 

then sent to digital signal processing systems to be analyzed, while getting 

the relationship between the images by calculating the sum of related dif 
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ferences, the result is used to construct a disparity map, and depending on 

the disparity values, the output is sent as vibrations on tactile actuators, 

this system requires wearing a computer that performs these operations and 

communicates with the tactile actuators. 

A semantic indoor navigation system is applied in [2], that takes into 

account the geometric information as equal to the semantics of building area 

and user profile, which are not taken in consideration by other systems, the 

introduction of user profiles allows the system to get benefit of information 

concerning user's preferred areas and paths, this system can be applied to be 

used by most people, like children, who don't know the details of the build 

ing they exist in, by querying the desired location using some devices, for 

example: Personal Digital Assistant 'PDA', the request is delivered to the 

(Navigation Service) that acts as intermediate between the system and the 

user, then the ( Geometric Path Computation Service) calculates the paths 

from the current location to the destination, finally the (Semantic Path Se 

lection Service) provides the path to go along by comparing the user data 

and his profile to existing repositories that contain the users data, the output 

then is viewed as the user case implies, for example: using images if the user 

can see the surrounding and does not understand textual instructions. 

There is an application named as (Ubibus)[3], that was designed to help 

the blind and visually impaired in public transportation, as the user arrives 

to the station, he will get in a certain bus, with the possibility of accessing 

a PDA or Bluetooth enabled mobile phone, with input of bus number, the 

user can choose what bus to reserve in advance, and when the reserved bus is 

available, the user is informed that it is available, enabling the user to issue a 
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stop message using speech recognition system, and get a voice message that 

the bus has stopped as the bus driver is informed of a person existence who 

have reserved a ride, thus stopping the bus to get him in, all these activities 

are done using spatial programming. 

For guiding the blinds in outdoor environments using an integrated nav 

igation system, Drishti[8] is initiated, it is a wireless system for guiding the 

pedestrians, the input is passed to a wearable computer, that gets details 

from Geographic Information System 'GIS" and Global Positioning System 

'GPS', using wireless network, send queries that contain the environmental 

details (specially: dynamic obstacles), to a central server containing spatial 

database, which returns the result that is played as voice message, the user 

can interact with this system all his way, along with using it a supportive 

system to existing ways of navigational aids. 

The last system[22] in this review is a one that uses a (RFID tags) grid to 

represent the indoor environment, each RFID tag is programmed to provide 

certain data that uniquely distinguish the current location from all other 

locations, the RFID tag contains the spatial coordinates along with the de 

scription of the surrounding area, with no need to use centralized databases 

or wireless communication infrastructure, the use of the data stored in the 

RFID tags is done through RFID reader, which provides the mobile devices 

(PDA, cellular phones, etc) with this data to produce the output. 

As we have seen in the previous review, there are various ways to localize 

and find the navigation paths to help the blind and healthy people too, but 

the implementation becomes complex in most of them, in terms of equipment 

required to build the system infrastructure, to the size and multiplicity of 
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data stores that hold the environmental data, along with the devices that 

the user interacts with, some of these devices does not provide a comfortable 

way to use, like carrying portable computers on back, so this system has 

the advantages of elimination of additional environmental infrastructure, re 

duction the user input, and dependence on image processing operations that 

represents the environmental matching that simulates the person perception, 

to generate the output that tells the user about his location. 

In the Section 2.3, an overview about the image processing topic that is 

used in this project to find the location of the user inside indoor environments 

using environment details, captured in images. 

2.3 Content Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) 

Content Based Image Retrieval (CBIR), is "the application of computer vi 

sion to the image retrieval problem, that is, the problem of searching for 

digital images in large databases." 

The definition above introduces the use of the images content to get the 

similar images, not the images description that is written due to personal 

point of view, since the second way is dependent on what is the description 

that accompanies the image, whether it contains all the objects presented 

in the image or not, since it is difficult to describe every single image with 

text, the content of the image becomes the more attractive to be studied to 

know what details exists, these details can be expressed in terms of expressive 

representation of the image's data, called (image's features).[16] 
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2.3.1 CBIR Steps 

The CBIR involves two steps to produce the result: 

17 

• Feature Extraction: in which the expressive representation know as 
(feature vector) is built using the image's data. 

• Matching: this operation involves the comparison of the extracted fea 

ture with a predefined database of features, to produce the output in 

terms of quantitative values, that describes degree of difference of the 

query image to the current database feature. When performing match 

ing operations, the quantity that expresses the difference is the Mean 

Squared Error, to find this value, we have to apply the Model 2.1: 

1 N 2 
MsE=,, 2('- F?) 

i=0 
(2.1) 

The value of MSE then is compared to the other MSE values produced 

in this way, the less the MSE value implies more similarity between 

images, with ability to arrange the features as their MSE in ascending 

order, the most matching features come at the beginning of the list. 

The values involved in calculating the MSE for any two features are: 

the query feature, the second feature, and the size of the feature, the 

size is described in terms related to the feature nature, an overview on 

the type of features used in this project is at the end of this chapter. 
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2.3.2 Images Features 

The images features are classified on the way they are constructed into two 
types: 

• Global Features: this type includes tle fe2.t1=:e:: d:.a;; arE: cor.sr;n:c.c:a::. 

from the entire image, that is. to utilize every point in the image to 

get the characteristics, this type is easy to inplererr. and the mcst 

'L'D lrrs nr ::mt. 

:tio.:J.B oi '1--;-,terest, tbat -are 1io1ili:lg certn d-et_ails oi .'.)bjecrs, :i:ls:;;erl 

of depending on tbe ,·d101e image to get the feature vector. the lo 

cal regions oJ mtere5t can be represented as standalone features, when 

matching the query image features with the images stored features in 

the database, each feature is compared as mde_pendent entity, and tbe 

image that has the suitab1e number of matches is considered as the 
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Figure 2.1: A gray scale image with its histogram, which consists of 64 bins. 
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matching image. 

This type has the advantage of being used in partial image matching 

and object recognition, on the other hand, this type is more complex 

than the global features, since it requires additional preprocessing to 

state the regions of interest inside the image. An example of local 

features extraction algorithm is (Scale Invariant Feature Transform), 

that has output considered as invariant to geometric transformations, 

and robust to photometric transformation. 

2.3.3 Global Color Histogram 

This project applies the CBIR operations using a mobile phone, since the 

phone is limited in processing power and memory capacity, and the system 

will work in real environment with low response time, the feature extraction 

and matching operations used should be minimal in terms of calculation 

times and data size, these conditions are correspondent with global features, 

as they are extracted from the whole details of the images with higher speed 

compared to the local features extraction speed. 

During the feature matching stage, the feature data are compared with 

their counterparts of the second feature, so the two features should have the 

same number of bins, the same color models that represent the source im 

ages, in the Mean Squared Error model represented in the Equation 2.1, the 

number of bins represents the size of the feature, and the values of the bins in 

the query feature are the data that are subtracted from their correspondents 

in the second feature, the use of this type of features in the VLAB system 
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operations is mentioned in Chapter 3. 

2.4 A Look at Symbian OS 

"Symbian OS" is an operating system that is a proprietary for a company 

named "Symbian Ltd." [19], which in turn is shared among a number of elec 

tronics manufacturers: Nokia, Ericsson, Sony Ericsson, Panasonic, Siemens 

AG, and Samsung, it is built to run on a type of processors architecture 

called Advanced RISC Machine 'ARM', that are beneficial in conserving the 

energy while operating, causing them to be used in mobile phones, specially 

for the latest versions of the generations 2.5 and 3. 

The Symbian OS was started in 2001 as a descendent to operating envi 

ronment for the Personal Digital Assistants - PDA, called "Psion EPOC", the 

first version of Symbian OS was (6.0), it grew rapidly to reach the version 9.5 

in 2007, each publication has a number of important features, for example: 

the version 9.2 (which runs the mobile device used to test this project) pro 

vides high security measures, powerful graphics, support for communication 

protocols [19]. It was available for every developer to write and distribute 

phone applications with no extra requirements, however, the release of Sym 

bian OS v9.1 in 2005, contained new security regulations that require the 

developer to sign the new applications using security certificates before dis 

tribution, the Symbian company said that it is more protective and preserves 

the application's content, while others said that the signing of the application 

each time built violates the rights of the end-user [21], the stages of signing 

an application are mentioned in the next section. 
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The Symbian OS is built using C++ programming language, but it is not 

the only language to develop applications for the Symbian mobile phones, the 

development for Symbian OS is supported through the usage of special Soft 

ware Development Kits - SDK, that are compliant with other programming 

technologies, like Java Micro Edition 'Java ME' and written to facilitate 
' 

dealing with any model of Symbian OS devices. 

There are two main groups for classifying the Symbian devices: 860 and 

UIQ, more devices may come within other groups, but they are smaller in 

number, these names point to the devices, or family of devices, that are 

compatible with respective SDKs (860 SOK, or UIQ SDK), each model of 

the Symbian OS phones is capable of running the applications built with 

its own SOK, that is identified on the websites of the Symbian development 

resources, namely Forum Nokia1, after the specification of what SOK to 

be used for application development for certain device, the download and 

installation of the SDK and its Integrated Development Environment are 

provided by the previous website. As the 860 SOK was used to develop this 

project's software, its installation steps are presented in (Appendix A) after 

this chapter. 

2.5 Symbian Application Development 

It is noted that the development and submission of the application to be 

executed on Symbian OS devices is different from the personal computing 

development, although it uses programming languages like C++, and totally 

1 Forum Nokia Website: http://www.forum.nokia.com/ 
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follows the Object Oriented Programming methods, it is not easy for C++ 
developer to start writing programs for Symbian OS immediately, as there are 

more concepts should be covered and studied carefully about mobile devices 

and its respective SDK. 

• The properties of the target devices: as Symbian OS operates small 

devices with little computational resources (specially operational mem 

ory) in comparison with personal computers, it is the developer work to 

maintain high level of resources utilization, in a way that decreases the 

execution time, to prevent wasting the user time, and maintaining the 

information integrity and security through granting capabilities of per 

forming certain operations that may affect the state of device operation, 

such as reading or writing user data and device data, using the mobile 

phone's peripherals, power management, accessing local and network 

services, and more capabilities are listed in [12], the capabilities are 

required to be mentioned when signing an application before delivering 

it on devices to ensure that the application operation is limited within 

these capabilities, causing the prevention of device misuse. 

• How to use the specially built functionalities for mobile devices: as 

achieving the needs to manage the device resources efficiently, a built 

in class called "Cleanup Stack" to provide a way of handling the space 

loss that occurs when an object is unloaded from the memory without 

the de-allocation of its memory, as this problem causes the applications 

to halt and frequently exit without notification because of memory 

it dled "Memory Leakage" [6]. the developer should shortage-or as ii is caile [ 
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be working with the Cleanup Stack when any object is dynamically 

allocated, this practice require some effort from the developer to cope 

up with, and the training on using it is essential. 

• The implementation of strings in Symbian OS: it does not implement 

the string types that many developers are regularly using, but intro 

duces new structure of ASCII or Unicode characters called" Descriptors" [17], 

this type of classes has the property of storing the character string along 

with a value that indicates the length of the string, thus the use of a 

terminating character is not needed, and it is possible to manipulate 

binary data using these descriptors, however, the multiple classes of 

the descriptors and how each class is implemented, and using them 

with other functionalities are troublesome for new developers, so they 

require more study and attention, and using them with care. 

• The conventions and idioms of coding in Symbian OS SDKs are nec 

essary to be known as they provide means to understand the classes 

and methods content, how they work, what may occur during a failure, 

the marking of user defined data with prefixes and suffixes (as needed) 

differentiates the dynamic classes from the resources classes, and from 

the data types, also it provide information about the methods oper 

ations in terms of a leave [6][17] ( or Symbian exceptions) occurrence 

expectation, or changing the state of allocation for some object, etc .. 

The stages of creating a S60 mobile device application and delivering it 

to real-time operation are as follow: 
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• After finishing the program code writing, the application will be tested 

using Windows Emulation Application that comes with the SDK, the 

application is built using "Windows Simple Code Warrior" configura 

tion to create the executable file for Windows debugging and testing, 

then the emulator is used to test and debug the built version, note 

that the emulator is designed to work as the real device, however the 

execution is much faster than the real-time execution, because it works 

using the PC resources that are greater than in capacity than the de 

vice resources, and it does not support some features that exist in the 

real-time, such as code-managed audio playing, and capturing using 

cameras, so such tests should be done using the mobile device itself, 

the Figure 2.2 shows the S60 SDK emulator. 

o When the emulation round is finished, and to create a Symbian real 

executable file, the program is built again with the release configura 

tion using GCC tool chain ( that contain all the required operations to 

compile and link the components). 

• After successfully building the application, the Symbian installation 

file is created using a utility contained in the SDK, the result is a file 

with the extension "SIS", that is ready to be signed. When signing the 

installation file using the services provided at Symbian Signed website, 

with providing the device unique identifier ( called: International Mobile 

:. Id tity IMEI), the application is ready to be installed on Equipment lentity- » 

the mobile device. 

2 https://www.symbiansigned.com 
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Figure 2.2: The S60 SDK emulator, displaying main menu. 

• Using the software that comes with the mobile device, and after estab 

lishing a connection the PC from the device, the signed application is 

installed through small number of steps, and is ready to be run, until 

this time, the device with the specified IMEI in the signing test is the 

only allowed device to install the signed application, else the installa 

tion will fail because of signature inconsistency. 

• When the application tests are finished, and the program is ready for 

release to the public users, the application is sent with enough docu 

mentation to special test houses that check the application for meeting 

the security regulations and predefined criteria, this stage requires the 
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submission of more information with costs mentioned in [18], this step 

is required only if the developer wishes to sell the application for pub 

lic use, which is not currently our intention, so it is not applied in this 
project. 

After finishing these stages, the application is ready to be distributed and 

can be installed on any compliant device. 
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Chapter 3 

Methodology 

3.1 Overview 

In Chapter 2, an overview on the localization projects is introduced, along 

with simple introduction to the Content Based Image Retrieval, as a tech 

nique of finding similar images, these information provide the basis to de 

scribe the methodology of this project, what operations will be done to 

achieve the localization goal, and the sequence of events that occurs to gen 

erate the results. 

This chapter is divided into two parts, the first part presents the localiza 

tion system details, and the second part will include the database training 

system, the further information about the experiments and results will be 

presented in the Chapter 4. 

29 
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System General Description 
The (Visual Localization Aid fo th 1: 

or t e Blind - VLAB) system aims to provide 
a way of telling the blind . 11 . . 

or visually impaired person about his location 
within indoor environment 1 . 

, app ymg such a system using common wireless 
communication and user 'it :ti- , 

m erac 10n ways IS not possible, for the following 
reasons: 

• The wireless guiding system, known as "Global Positioning System" 

(GPS), is available outdoor, that means, the indoor systems can not 

get the building details using the satellites that operates this service. 

• The proposed users of the localization system are generally people who 

suffer from optical disabilities, that prevent them from interaction with 

the systems as other people, like reading information from screens, or 

providing complex inputs. 

So the orientation is to use other ways of interaction and data collection, 

to provide the user with the best possible answer, while not ordering him to 

input data to start the operation of the system, and to provide him with a 

comfortable set of equipment that is available in the local market. 

To achieve this vision, the VLAB project is built as an application in 

stalled on a mobile phone, the mobile phone contains a camera that is placed 

to take images required to be processed, there is a database file that is stored 

in the mobile phone memory, that contains the features of the images from 

all the desired parts in the building, in which the system will operate, the 

d b c t1 fll be compared with the features extracted from the cap ata vase tea ures w 
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tured images at runtime and s 1 t h ' e ec t e best t h . i» the 5lie 5match, get its location as defined 
in e application, and give the 

user a message that tells him where he is. 

3.3 Context Diagram 

Following is the context diagram th .t 
a represents the VLAB system inside 

the work environment. 

Mobile Camera 

l 
• ;,' ' 

VLAB System 
location , User Messages .. 

\.. ) 

Figure 3.1: The VLAB Context Diagram. 

As shown in the Figure 3.1, the mobile phone camera acts as the input 

side of the system, for capturing and sending images of the current location 

to the phone's memory, to be used in core processing operations of the CBIR 

as query images, after extracting their features, the comparison will be per 

formed, and the output is sent to the user as a message, it is clear that there 

is no need for more circuitry to assist the system operations. 
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3.4 Localization System 

This part of the chapter is dedi 
icated for the VLAB localization application 

that is used by the disabled us . 
ers, the following sub-sections provide infor 

mation about the system tic : . 
operations, in terms of data flow diagrams, and 

operations flowcharts. 

3.4.1 Data Flow Diagram 

The VLAB localization system performs a number of operations that affect 

the data exchanged between the system operations, the Figure 3.2 presents 

the data flow diagram of the localization system. 

The data flow diagram shows how the data transfer from the input of the 

images using the camera, then the VLAB localization system extracts the 

features of the query images, and on the other side, retrieves the features 

stored in the database provided by the setup system, each feature in the 

database is compared with the query feature, in this case the used features in 

both sides are the global color histograms, using the (RGB) color model, that 

represents the colors in terms of (RED, GREEN, BLUE) components, the 

comparison between the images results into the generation of Mean Squared 

Error (Equation 2.1), that is calculated from the query feature, and the 

current database feature, along with the number of histogram's bins. 

The best match is the value that has the least Mean Squared Error be 

tween the query feature and its counterparts in the database, the best match 

ing feature in the database is used to get the location in the environment, 

h th t l·s contained in the messages list, and output it and select t e message a 
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. . Th VLAB Data Flow Diagram. Figure 3.2. e 
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for the user. 

3.4.2 Flow Charts 

The operations of the localizati 
on system are divided into the following 

stages; each stage has one fl h 
owe art that clarifies the operation details: 

Image Input and Features Extraction 

This stage is meant to · d • provide inputs for the localization system, these in 
puts are the query features th t a are extracted from the captured images, 

the captured images resolution is unified in their resolutions, and they are 

represented with (RGB) color model, as the number of bins should be stated 

for all histograms in the system. 

The Figure 3.3 shows the feature extraction flowchart. 

Features Matching and Location Finding 

The histogram generated in the previous stage is used as input for this 

stage, while accessing the histograms stored in the database, each line of 

the database is an independent histogram, so the reading will be in the form 

of lines, and the histogram single value will be read from the histogram's line. 

Every database histogram will be compared with the input histogram and 

the result is written in an array of Mean Squared Errors, that has a size equal 

to the number of features in the database, after finishing MSE calculation, 

the minimal MSE is found, by getting its index in the MSE array, we can get 

which image is the nearest match to the query image, Figure 3.4 shows this 
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Start 

Get aan image name 

Get the image data 

Create empty 
histogram 

Set CurrentPixel to 
next pixel 

Read Color Value 

Extract Red, Green. 
Blue values 

Find Red bin, Green 
bin, Blue bin 

Increment the values 
of histogram at bins 

indexes 

Yes 

No 

.Output 
Histogram 

End 

Figure 3.3: The query histogram creation flowchart. 
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Read line of values 

Sum = 0, Index = o 

Read V, (Index] from 
query histogram 

Read V, [Index] from 
line 

Sum= Sum+ 
(V·(Index] - V-[Index]) 

Zs ---·-···-··~/ 

MSE [Index] = 
Sum / BINS 

Minlndex = Index 
of Minimum MSE 

Output / 
Minlndex 

I 
Go 

Figure 3.4: The histograms matching flowchart. 

The Output Stage 

The final stage in the localization system is to translate the output (the 

nearest image number) in the terms of location number, and giving the result 

to the user; the image index that is entered in this stage is used to get 
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the location number by reading line by line from lo ti : fil h 
cations images le, cac 

line correspo
nd

s to one location, containing the images numbers that are 

determining it, if 
th
e end of line is read, then the current location in test 

does not contain the result image, and then the search with go to the next 

line ( of the following location), when the input image number is matched 

with the image number in some location, that location index is used for the 

message output, the Figure 3.5 presents this stage flowchart. 

This signals the end of one execution cycle of the localization operation, 

however, the system is proposed to continue operating for indefinite cycles 

until the application is shut down by the user, so the camera will still be 

reserved for the application use, continues capturing new images, activating 

more new execution cycles. 
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3.5 The Setup System 

The localization system depends 011 two files to make the decision of which 

known image is the nearest match of the query image, these files are: 

• The locations file: that contains the information about the images that 

· t each location is iden identify the different locations of the environment, 

. captured and numbered tified by a number of images. those images are 

then their numbers are stored in text based file, in lin sequentially, 

. h a line and the corresponding images ear format: each location as • 
. . with white-spaces separating between numbers are written in that hne, . 

t ed a new line will be ere- . . ages are en er ' them. when new location im 
' 't' its images numbers, and so on. ated for the second location, wn mg 
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say 
I 

Input image 

"ee 7 
Image number = 
Image index + 1 

Open Locations Filo 

location Index = 1 

Read Una or values 

location Index = 
location Index + 1 

LoclmglNum = a number 
from line values 

No 

l Yes Output 
Location 
Message 

l s 
Figure 3.5: The output of the location's message flowchart. 
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This mechanism helps to read th 

1 
. 

. e locations numbers in terms of im 
ages numbers in the third stage of th 

1 
. . 

. . e localization system, when finding 
the needed image in specific line th I' 

' at me number is used to get the 
output message. 

• The features database: th' · fil 
s 1s le that holds the h; 

a ts 1¢ 1istograms of the 
stated images in this system, to be compar 9d 'th f . 

re WI uture query Images, 
this file is also formatted in linear way h h; • 

, eac istogram s values are 
stored in one line, separating the different histo Ly d of ; 

ograms uy eu o me 
symbol, each line contains the values for all the bins of the histogram, 

ordered as red bins first, followed by green bins, and ended by blue 

bins. 

A note on the previous points, that the valid reading from these files is 

restricted in terms of ASCII characters, rather than positive integers of any 

size, so there is conversion process that gets the real value of the numbers by 

dividing the digits and then assembling the digits values again. 

The setup system is the system that generates the two above files for the 

use of the localization system, that gathers the details from the environment, 

and stores the information as stated above, the steps of generate the two files 

are listed below: 

• Divide the target environment in locations on paper, state the location 

boundaries name the locations using sequential numbers, and assign a 
' 

message for each location. 

jl] 1de in the environment, location • The user of the setup system WI wan er I 

. hen each image is captured, it by location, capturing the images, W 



Jo2ti information gathering, and may 
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will be stored inside the phone's images directory, the user moves these 

images into a special directory for the setup system application, number 

the images sequentially, this will enable the setup system to read the 

image, create its histogram, write it to the database and write the 
' 

CHAPTER 3. METHODOLOGY 

image number into the location file at the current line. 

• When the current location images are ready, the user gives the system 

a signal of ending the current location information gathering, and may 

issue a command for another location store to be created, this continues 

until all locations information are available. 

• The setup operation ends with storing the messages in the specified 

folder of the localization application. 



Chapter 4 

Experiments And Results 

4.1 Overview 

In Chapter 3 the methodology of the VLAB was presented, while translating 

these information into working system that performs tasks successfully, a 

good choice of runtime platform that will carry out the required operations 

is a crucial consideration, thus the execution of the operations is arranged to 

be done on a mobile phone (some advanced types are called "Smart phones"), 

as it is a suitable device that is small, lightweight, and capable of capturing 

environmental data like images. 

This chapter provides basic information about the testing of the VLAB 

1 1 · f these "Smart phones" ocalization system, using one of the latest versions ot • 

that runs the "Symbian OS" operating system for mobile phones, after in- 

. 1 with other testing speci- troducing the mobile device used for testing, a ong 

fications, the testing process and results are described. 

41 
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4.2 Testing Environment 

The details of the system testing are presented in this section in terms of 
' hardware, software, and data are as follows: 

4.2.1 Hardware and Software Specification 

The testing process was done on a personal computer in the first stage, and 

on the mobile phone shown in the Figure (4.1) as the second stage. 

N k. N95-8GB Mobile Phone. F. e 4.1- The 0. 1a gur. · 

First Stage Specification 

d 2GHz processors. 2 Duo 2GHz an · Core ' • Processor: Pentium 

• Memory Size: 512 MB. 
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• Operating System: Microsoft Windows XP S . 
ervice Pack 2, 
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% Symbian SDK: S60 3rd Edition SDK for Syn;{ o, 
ian , Supports Feature Pack 1, For C+. 

• Integrated Development Environment· Carbide Vs v3.0 
1 

M' f 
· • . . on licrosoft 

Visual Studio 2005. 

This collection of hardware and software were used to ensure that the 

application functionalities work properly before getting to the localization 

testing on the phone, and there are no results that are related to this stage. 

Second Stage Specification 

This stage is the real test of the system on the mobile phone, which was 

chosen to be done on the following phone: 

• Mobile Phone Model: Nokia 95-8G. 

• Manufacturer: Nokia. 

• Class: Nokia N- Series. 

• Processor: ARM 11, Dual CPU, 332 MHz. 

b t 90 MB is free. • SD-RAM Memory: 128 MB, a ou 

S S mbian OS v9.2. • Operatmg ystem: Y 

M · els sensor.[7] • Main Camera: 5.0 tega pix 
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XPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 
Data Specification 

The test of the localization system was • d 
carne out at Plaza Marketing Cen 

ter', as a public place with rich cues and d% , 
ecorations, it has collections of 

information to be captured and used in the 1 1· • 
ocalization system, so the data 

obtained from the center concentrate on the ima; t f h 
. ges cap ure o1 iomogenous 

goods and marking their area as a location, the images of a location were 

taken twice at different times, once afternoon and the second time at the 

evening, the details of the images include the same products from different 

views, the difference in the views resulted because: 

• The current available products are changing continuously, as the people 

who come for shopping buy them, and since the addition of new prod 

ucts to the existing ones, this results in unavailability of some products 

in some collection of location images. 

• The locations images capture process include moving the camera to ob 

tain as much details as possible, by moving left and right, forward and 

backward, at different times of the day since the illumination changes, 

all these effects result in a comprehensive collection of images, which 

. h . m possible aspects of the location cues. details cover te maximu 

. . h t were used in testing the system Following are the data specifications t a 

on the mobile phone: keti 

,, . branch of the mar e mg n as "Plaza Mall , is a bsidiary of 'Plaza Manots center - also""",,y &r Manthe ;',[", si 
centers owned by the Arab Palestm1an APIC it was opened in e ron i 

t Company- , the Arab Palestinian Invest."", _g,rah strcot. 
August 2007, and is located in in-ia 
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% Images: 

Resolution: 320240. 
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Color model: RGB and Grayscale- 256, 

Format: Image object in the main . 
memory during application run 

time. 

• Database of features: 

Number of locations: 16 locations. 

Number of Images: 1307 images. 

Average number of images per location: 81 images per location. 

The average number of images does not present that each location has 

81 images, since there are various location's size and appearances, that may 

require more images than this average, or has enough details to be grouped 

into smaller number of images, the table tab:Locimgs provides the locations 

with number of images in that location: 

The Figures 4.2 and 4.3 present sample images from the locations men 

tioned above. 

4.3 Experiments 

fi d th st suitable image details The following tests were performed to n e mo 

and feature length: 

. d to the database and the query • Different feature lengths were applie 
GB and the length of features 

images, the chosen color model was R 
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g, 

·- ~ 
s 'ii55s.ii=wig= 

defined locations (Part 1/2). 
1 mnages from the Figure 4.2: Samp e 11 
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Figure 4.3: Sample images from the defined locations (Part 2/2). 
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Table 4.1: The locati ons with - I the number of Location N resp 
Location Y-- umber of In ages 
Location 2 168 - 
Location 3 186 

Location 4 72 

Location 5 48 

Location 6 30 

Location 7 30 

Location 8 36 
96 

Location 9 90 
Location 10 72 
Location 11 36 
Location 12 197 
Location 13 90 
Location 14 54 
Location 15 60 
Location 16 42 

I Total Images I 1307 

ective images 

were 4, 8, 16, and 32 bins per charmel, each test was done five times on 

random sample of the images using (K-fold cross-validation) with K = 
3: all the images will be divided into three groups, each group has one 

third of the total images, two of these groups are used as training sets 

for the database, and the third will be the query set, after performing 

the test using the query set, the formation changes to until all the 

groups are passed as query sets, while making the other two groups in 

each test as database training set, the simulation of this type of testing 

was done using MATLAB software, the Tables 4.2, 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5 

provide the information about the results in the experiments. 

89.64%, due to the small 
In the Table 4.2, the general success rate was 7¢ /% . 
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Table 4.2: Results with featur 1 e ength == 4 bins/co] 

Query Set 1 Query Set 2 
or 

Query Set 3 has 1 89.68% 91.03% __ Success Rate 91.51 Time 
Test 2 90.14% 89.89% 88.07% 90.747 2 seconds 
Test. 3 90.37% 90.34% 86.93% 89.37% 2 seconds 
'fest 4 90.37% 89.66% 90.37% 89.21% 2 seconds 
'fest 5 88.99% 88.05% 89.22% 90.13% 2 seconds 
» 

Gen. Success Rate 
88.75% 2 seconds - 89.64 

number of bins that create the histogram, whi:h • 1 ' IC me ude less informa 
tion about the color distribution in the images th 

an any other larger 
histograms (with more bins), as the rest of the tables show. 

Another note is the time spent to generate the result, as the processes 

depend 011 file reading operations, which is fast iu Symbian OS, the 

time required to read the data and calculate the output is fixed to (2 

seconds per query), this time is consumed when the query image is 

matching the required resolution before histogram construction, but 

if the image was not so, the operational time will increase 2.5 more 

seconds due to image resizing operation, so it is suggested to capture 

query images with the specified resolution, in order to prevent resizing 

them, and lose additional time periods. 

In Table 4.3, the result (96.07%) is better than the one shown in Table 
. he hist (8 bins this time), with 4.2, as more bins were used in tie IS ogram 

b t nded by further increase the same time period, this result can e ex e 

in the number of bins, in the following tests, 

hi d (98 13%) by using 
In Table 4.4, greater general success rate is ac ieve · 
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Table 4.3: Results with fe 
Qiucry Se I Quay s, ,]"uc lent = s , her +lorsoro, ["","9Pg2[ Q ms/colo Test 1 95.87% 95.63% uery Set 3 S r 

Test 2 96.79% 96.559, 94.957 ?ccess Rat 
Test 3 97.71% 94.b, 95.87% 95.48% 
Test 4 os.41% oiao, 9ruai "® 
Ta_s so.1s% oo.o so.aos ,,," 

6 96.10% >-40% 

Gen. Success R t 95.79% 
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e 96.07% 

Test 1 
Test 2 
Test 3 
Test 4 
Test 5 

Table 4.4: Results with feat 1 
Q S ure ength - 16 b' / uery et 1 Query Set 2 Q - ms color 

97.94% 97.24% ~ery Set 3 Success Rate 
97.94% gs.as !V" szas 
oz.n% sras %,"© saw 
97.02% 99.31% oaks, ss.coo 
97.94% 97.70% 9 . o 98.39% 

o J8.85% 98.16% 

Time 
2 seconds 
2 seconds 
2 seconds 
2 seconds 
2 seconds 

I Gen. Success Rate I 98.13 · . • /O 

Time 
2 seconds 
2 seconds 
2 seconds 
2 seconds 
2 seconds 

16 bins in the histograms, while maintaining the op ti t· era 10na 1me as 

small as possible, which performance is considered as suitable for real- 

time implementation. 

Query Set 1 Query Set 2 Query Set 3 Success Rate Time 
Test 1 99.08% 99.08% 96.33% 98.16% 2 seconds 
Test 2 97.25% 98.85% 98.17% 98.09% 2 seconds 

Test 3 99.08% 99.08% 96.33% 98.16% 2 seconds 

Test 4 98.17% 97.93% 97.02% 97.71% 2 seconds 

Test 5 99.31% 97.93% 98.39% 98.54% 2 seconds 

Table 4.5: Results with feature length = 32 bins/color 

I Gen. Success Rate [ 98.13% 

As shown in the tables, the highest average success rate (98.13%) is 
h f 16 and 32 bins, as the his 

found when applying the feature lengt 0 

. x ress the image feature than 
togram with length of (32 bms) better e P 
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he one with length of (16 bins), s» ; 5l + since it has · more detes] 
ot increase the time required to at ®llS, and doe get the results s 

h
. ' so then 

depend on 1istograms of length = 32 » ®t test will 
Ins to choose bet 

or (Gray Scale) representation. ween the RGB 

% The second experiment was done usin; th . g e 32 bins as th f e teature le th 
and was compared using the RGB c 1 ng , o or model with th G e irayscale-256 
color model, also done five times usin th ( . g e K-fold cross-validation) 
with K = 3, the Table 4.6 shows the results f thi , s ot this experiment. 

Table 4.6: Results of testing "Gray Scale-256" i : . 
length= 32 bins_ ages using histograms with 

Query Set 1 Query Set 2 Query Set 3 Success Rate 
Test 1 94.72% 96.09% 

Time 
94.50% 95.10% 

Test 2 94.04% 95.86% 
2 seconds 

94.27% 
Test 3 95.64% 93.79% 

94.72% 2 seconds 
95.64% 95.02% 2 seconds 

Test 4 95.87% 94.71% 96.33% 95.64% 2 seconds 
Test 5 94.27% 95.17% 92.43% 93.96% 2 seconds 

I Gen. Success Rate I 94.89% 

The test results in Table 4.6 show the superiority of the colored images 

histograms in differentiating the images form the gray-scale images his 

tograms (94.89% for the gray-scale image histogram against 98.13% for 

the colored ones), since the colored ones are composed of multiple indi 

vidual histograms (red, green and blue color histograms), that provide 

more bins (in total, three times of the bins number in the gray-scale 

h
. . f h de zee of similarity or 
istograms), this increase the certainty O t e tegr 

difference between two images. 
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Results and Discussion 

The experiments results that are represented by the tables in Section 4.3 

shows an excellent result of using colored images as sources for query and 

histograms values (that is better than using Gray-scale images which rate was 

94.89%), since it has more information about the images details by reading 

the images data three times rather than once using gray scale images, this 

superiority of the colored images is supported by a good number of bins that 

are contained in the histograms, which is adequate to be implemented on the 

mobile phone. 

The success rate of (98.13%) in Table 4.5, which passes the other his 

togram sizes ( 4 bins rate = 89.64%, 8 bins rate = 96.07%, and equal to the 

16 bins rate), has been achieved by operations executed on the mobile phone, 

with average latency near to 2 seconds per query (from capturing the query 

image until the result is available), thus the user is not going to wait too 

long before he gets the current location, which makes the localization system 

efficient to be used in real-time. 



Chapter 5 

Conclusion and Future Work 

In this project, the person location inside a building with known details can 

be identified using image processing techniques, without the need of estab 

lishing any connection with sensors and other devices found in the area with 
' 

high accuracy (localization rate of 98 %) and little latency (2 seconds per 

localization operation), that makes this localization system a good choice 

when having enough information about the appearance of the indoor en 

vironments, all these characteristics of the resulting system meet with the 

objectives listed in Section 1.2. 

In the future, the system can be extended to be implemented with storing 

the history of locations visited ordered by their time, so the results can be 

stated with less overhead using Markov Localization or Monte Carlo Local- 

ization methods. 

The quantity of the images gathered to construct the database can be <le- 

d 1 h' h can be stable against illumination 
creased using the HSV color model, wme 

fectly in the environment at longer 
changes, thus the system can operate per y 
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periods of time. 

The localization system has to be sod Ly nbe, of bhd4 , 
y a number oI lin users, o 

record what events may occur, and how they adopt themselves to the en 

vironment using it, the system then have to use the voice messages as the 

output method in order to make it more interactive. 

One scenario may be achieved by extending the localization system, is the 

specification of additional mechanism that receives voice commands from the 

user, the command expresses a location that the user wants to move to, and 

using a predefined map of the environment the system guides the user along 

the way until reaching the specified location, this mechanism can be inte 

grated with localization system to provide full details of indoor environments 

as the user needs. 



Appendix A 

How to Install S60 Developer 
Tools 

In this appendix, I will give the reader a look at the way of preparing the 

computer for developing (Symbian-Based) applications using the (S60 3rd 

Edition SDK for Symbian OS, Supports Feature Pack 1, For C++), along 

with its configuration, and finishing with configuration of Nokia Computer 

Vision Library that provides vast capabilities of working with images on the 

mobile phones .. 

A.1 Recommended Hardware Requirements 

d 1 th S60 applications should have The computer that will be used to eve op e 

the following characteristics: 

• 1.0 GHz 32-bits Processor. 

• 512 MB Random Access Memory. 
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• 16-bits color displ ay. 

• 1.0 GB of free Hard Disl 
1sI space. 

• Windows compatibl e sound card for audio support. 

• Keyboard and Mouse. 

A.2 Software Requirements 

The following are the softwa . re reqmrements to install and run the S60 SDK 
correctly: 

• Windows XP Professional Edition, Service Pack 2. 

• Java Runtime Environment (JRE) 1 4 2 0 . . r newer. 

• ActiveState ActivePerl 5.6.1: No older or newer versions are required; 

since some incompatibility issues occur with these versions, the version 

stated here is the only operational one. 

In addition to the previous software, the developer is encouraged to use an 

Integrated Development Environment (IDE) to facilitate the writing, build 

ing, testing, and releasing of the mobile applications, the IDE used here is 

called (Carbide.vs 3.0.1) that operates under the Microsoft Visual Studio 

2005, which is suitable for the developers who have past experience with the 

development using Microsoft Visual Studio. 
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The installation of the S60 SDK and it 
. . l s related software should be don 

an administrator, and arranged in the e by 
e next steps[14]: 

• Make sure that you have installed M; 
1crosoft Visual Studio 2005 ( 

· 11 v· 1 C spe- cially '1sual ++ option) on a hard disk..,, 
Is partition that has free space 

larger than 1.0 GB, the (Microsoft V' 1 . . 
usual J# Redistributable Pack 

age) is also required to be installed in d t 
or er o run the S60 IDE, the 

Carbide.vs 3.0.1.. 

• Install the Java Runtime Environment (JRE), a , you can ownload the 
installer from: http ://java. sun. com 

• Install the ActivePerl 5.6.1, you can download the installer from: 

http://downloads. activestate. com/ Active Perl/Windows/ 5.6/ 

• The (S60 3rd Edition SDK, FP1) is ready to be installed, you can down 

load the installer in compressed file from: http://forum.nokia.com, then 

extract the files from the archive and run setup.exe file. 

• The Setup wizard guides you through the installation process, follow 

those instructions, and note that the installation path should contain 

alphanumeric characters only, without any space. Also make sure that 

you install the SDK in the same Hard Disk Partition that contains the 

IDE, which in our cause, the Microsoft Visual Studio 2005. 

th hard drive it will show 
• When the SD K Setup copies the files to e ' 

d. ks . f you are having the first 
the list of installed SD Ks on the local is ' 1 
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SDK installed right now check its box t th 
1 
f . 

» 011e left to make it the default 
SDK, if you have more than one SDK nu% ehcake,, 

e menu, cecl t e one t at 
you want to use as default, then click (NEXT) tto,, 

• The SDK Setup will check for the existence of the (CSL ARM T,,] 

chain for GCCE) in the installed programs, if it does not exist, the 

Setup will show a message asking if you want to install the tool chain, 

click the (YES) button to install it, the tool chain contains some tools 

to build the applications for the real mobile phones, after this installa 

tion completion, the end of the SDK Setup is reached, click (FINISH) 

to close the wizard. You can access the applications of the SDK by 

selecting (Start :: All Programs :: S60 Developer Tools :: 3rd Edition 

FPI SDK :: 1.0). 

• The last installation is the Carbide.vs 3.0.1, download the setup file 

from the Nokia Forum Site: http://forum.nokia.com, and run the in 

stallation process. 

A.4 Testing the SDK Configuration 

h k if the SDK has There is small number of steps that are performe~ to cnec» 

the SDK testmg steps. been successfully installed, these are 

(S t Run), d Prompt by selecting tar :: • Open the Windows Cornman 

type: 

cmd 
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And click (OK). 59 

• Type: 

devices 

And press (ENTER) key to list the installed SDK ·r th 
S, 1 ere was no SDK marked as default, type: 

devices -setdefault ©S60_3rd_FP1:com.nokia.S60 

To choose the default SDK, which is in this occasion (S60_3rd_FP1), 

you can check your SDK name by going to the disk drive that contains 

the installed SDK, open the installation directory -which I will refer to 

as (SOK-Directory] in this text-, and getting the name of the directory 

inside, for example: 

C: 

cd Symbian\9.2 

dir 

The result looks like this: 

... S60_3rd_FP1 · ·· 

» thi case is: (S60.3rd.FP1). And the [SDK So the required SDK in this c% 3. 

Directory] is: 

C: \Symbian\9.2\$60_3rd_FP1I\ 
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LL S60 DEVELOPER TOOL.S • Type: 

epoc 

And press (ENTER) l 
ey to run the S60 • emulator pl it starts. When you r ' ease wait a while 
un the emulator for the first . . 

the current date and ti time, 1t asks for ameonsep t arate steps use th 
to enter the numbers that fo " 3e emulator buttons 

orm the date and ti 1me according t 
system time settings aft d . 0 your ' er toing so cl th ' ose e emulator. 

• Now we will test the IDE . . . 
using a simple existing S60 program: O 

the Visual Studio 2005, select f h . · pen 
' rom t e mam menu (File :: Import 

Symbian Project), a dialog appears. 

• Select the project file attribute and enter the path f th . ' o1 e project's 
file called (bld.inf) or the one that has th xt . ( ) e e; ension .mmp , set the 
project type as (Symbian), and click (NEXT). 

• Select the SDK that you want to build the application with, and check 

the options of building the application: the debug mode (WINSCW) 

is checked by default, and the release mode ( GCCE) is left for the 

developer choice. You can manage the SDKs that are to be enabled 

and disabled by clicking the (Enable/Disable SDKs ... ) button. After 

finishing these steps, click (FINISH) button to perform the importing 

operation, when it finishes, the project is opened inside a Visual Studio 

Solution. 

• Select the build mode from (Standard toolbar :: Solution Configura 

l . (Build Build Solution). 
tion) and build the solution by selecting ·u ·· 
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% If the build mode was (Deb$6031.w 61 
- INSCW) and the b . 

was a success, click the (Start Deb · uild operation 
uggmg) button to open th 

and run the program. After the 1 e emulator 
emulator op 

ens, use its buttons to run the program, by clicking the appli t; 
1cations button (the blue but; 

that is located to the left of (4) key th on 
on 1e emulator), the main men, 

is shown, use the five-way navigation k ( h 
. ey t e upper central key in 

the form of a circle) to highlight the (I t 11 d) . 
nstallec option, by clicking 

the center of the five-way navigation key th · t 
11 

. . 
: e installed applications are 

listed on the screen, select the application and h 
press t e center key 

again to run it on the emulator you can go to th · 
' e previous screen by 

pressing the (Right Soft Key) below the screen. 

• Else if the build mode was (Rel.S60.31.GCCE) and the build operation 

was a success, use the (Solution Explorer) window in the Visual Studio, 

expand the (sis) folder, right click on the file that is named ( Project 

Name. pkg) and select ( Create sis File) from the context menu that 

appears, the SIS file is used guide the actual mobile to what files needed 

to run the program. Reaching this point, you have installed and tested 

that the SDK is running successfully. 

There is some other notes about S60 SDK tools: 

d. . h · g the emulator with JRE • Some users may face a con lition w en usm 

d. sties utilities and prefer- newer than 1.5, in which the emulator iagno , ' 
sa e that appears to the user ences dialogs can not be loaded, the mes g 

is: 

Ecmt Manager 
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Cannot start Ec VELOPER TOOLS 
cmt Manager 

To solve this issue 
' open the following fil . 

e m notepad: 

[SDK-Directory] \E poc32\t ools\ecmt\ . config\conf 38.properties 
Add the JRE version vou .. y are using into th l' 
5 after adding JRE ,, . e me 5 (following is the lin 

Version 1.6): 9e 

epdt.java.version.start=l 4 .. 1,1.4.2,1-.5 5 0 1 6 ' · , · ,6.0 

Save the file and close it ru h ' n t e emulator and the di l . 
opened. a ogs are now 

• Some users may see the follo . wmg error message when the emulator 
starts: 

Application Closed: ncnlist KERN-EXEC 3 

This error is insignificant and can be ignored. 

A.5 Nokia CV Library Installation 

The Nokia Computer Vision Library is a project run by the Nokia Research 

Center, this project aims to provide extension of the Symbian application's 

image capabilities, including: Capture Enhancements, Post-Capture Editing, 

Gaming and User Interfaces. 

Th 
. . 

1 
nfi the SDK to use the Nokia 

e next points describe how to cor 1guI© 

Computer Vision Library along with its libraries[13]: 
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Download the library compressed file from th,,,,,,, 
• J°Project's home page: 

I ttp ·/' I research. nokia. com/research/pro'J·ects/n k · , 
1
. 

9-//' @cu/indez.htr] 
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Unpack the compressed file, go to the extraction di: t d 
o directory and open 
the directory 

.. \NokiaCVPublicRelease\Ncvlib\NcvLib\Lib 

Copy the contents of the sub-directories as following: 

1. From 

.. \armv5\lib 

To 

[SDK-Directory]\Epoc32\release\armv5\lib 

2. From 

.. \GCCE\urel 

To 

[SDK-Directory]\Epoc32\release\gcce\urel 

3. From 

.. \winscw\udeb 

To 

\ lease\winscw\udeb [SDK-Directory]\Epoc32 re. 
the contents of: 

1 . to a project, copy 
h h der files in • When including t e ea 
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..\Nokia@VPublicRelease\Ncvlib\NcvL±A ±,, 

From the extraction directory and paste th · 'd . 
cm inside a directory within 

the project, then add the new headers directory lo the project's (Ad- 

ditional Include Directories) property by: (Project :: Project-Name 

Properties :: Configuration Properties :: C/C++ :: General :: Addi 

tional Include Directories), and add the directory name. 

Also include the Computer Vision's static library within the project 

properties by: (Project :: Project-Name Properties :: Configuration 

Properties :: Linker :: Input :: Additional Dependencies), and add the 

library file-name (ncvlib.lib) to the values of the property. 

• To run the programs that are built using the Computer Vision Library 

on the actual mobile phone, send the SIS file: 

.. \NokiaCVPublicRelease\Ncvlib\NcvLib\sis\NcvLib.sis 

1. t· o you will Th. . ot an executable appcaaon, s To the mobile phone. IS IS n 

not see it within the (installed) menu in the phone. 
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